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CENTER COURT. Lori Adkins (center), the 1991 Wmter Festival Queen, smiles 
with her court - Beth Howard (left) and Natalie Pirtle. Class representatives are, 
from left: Ashley Cosby Gunior); Kristy Dawdy (sophomore); Anna McFadden 
(freshman); and Dolly Nurley (senior). (phoiD by Michael Bass> 
Havvenin£s 
----~~-------~ 
~ CARL ROSEN. He's back and II!!!J will perform this Friday, 
Feb. 22 at 7 p.m. in the ARA backroom. 
~ VALENTINE PAKI'Y. "Always.'' r.miJ starring Richard Dreyfuss, 
Holly Hunter and Jolm Goodman, wilrbe 
shown tonight at 7 and 9:'30 in the 
Benson. 
~ SENIORS. Don't forget about l!Ifil the senior class retreat on 
Fri!iay, Feb. 15 and Saturday, Feb. 16. 
This is sponsQred by the S.A. Spiritual 
Life Committee, and the guest sj>eaker 
is Stanley Shipp. 
~ $LAM DUNK. Come see the um.J Lady Bisons as they play 
Henderson State University here in 
Ganus Athletic Center on Sahn'day, Feb. 
16. 
1/i!J:.\ JIEALTH CHECK. Get your umJ cholesterol and blood pressure 
screening for $2 in the~tudentcerlter Feb. 
2~22. 
~ DOUBLE DRIBBLE. The 
(mtl Bisons will be playing Monday 
against .Arkan$is Qlllege here in the 
Ganus Athletic Center and Thursday at 
Arkansas Tech in Russellville. 
l!ifS:\ SPRING SING. Buy your 
l!l!U tickets now for Spring Sing on 
'fuesdays and Thursdays between1 and 
5 in the Benson Auditorium lobby. 
~ SILVER SCREEN. ''The Kill· um:J ing Fields' ' will be shown by the 
S.A. in theBensonAuditorium a't 6:30 and 
9:30 Saturday night, Feb. 23. 
~ SEND THE LIGHT. German l!mJ World Campaigns still has 
openings available for students in· 
terestedin . . and sharing the g~ 
in German~sum.mer. Vocal ability 
and language =ence preferred. Con· 
tact Jack ~ey at ext 4295 for 
details. 
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Lori Adkins crowned 
Winter Festival queen 
by Kevin Lange Kee 
Bison staff writer 
The Winter Festival promised three can· 
didates for queen at last Saturday's Bison 
basketball game, but gave us only one of· 
fici~l winner: LDri Adkins. 
Adkins, a sophomore elementary educa· 
tion major from Memphis, Thnn., was sur-
prised when hers was the name announced 
as queen. 
"I've never won anything like this before. 
I was totally surprised," she said. "It is a 
great honor to represent our basketball 
team." 
The annual Winter Festival, sponsored by 
GATA social club, raises money for under· 
privileged children to attend Camp 
Wyldewood in Searcy by naming a queen for 
Harding's basketball team. The team 
nominates the representatives. 
The other two nominees for queen were 
Beth Howard, a sophomore elementary 
education major from Searcy, and Natalie 
Pirtle, a junior nursing major from Van· 
couver, Wash. Ironically, all three can· 
didates were from the same social club, Ko 
Jo Kai. 
Adkins says, "It was really special to be 
among such good friends. Everybody was a 
winner.'' 
She is the youngest child of Jim and Faye 
Adkins, who have two other daughan find 
two sons. Every member of the Adkins fami. 
ly has attended Harding. 
Adkins explains, "It was natural for me 
to come to Harding. My parents and my 
brothers and sisters set a tradition that was 
too special to break. 
"Everyone at Harding is friendly; I guess 
it is because there is an evident bond in 
Christ. I am happy to be a part of that," she 
said. 
Adkins is a cheerleader for the 19!J0.-91 
basketball team. She enjoys cross·stitching 
and photography and she actively par-
ticipates in gymnastics and water·skiing 
when time and weather permit. She is also 
a co-director of Ko Jo Kai's Spring Sing 
ensemble. 
Adkin's goals after graduation are to 
marry a Christian, raise a Christian fami· 
ly and be the best elementary schoolteacher 
she can be. 
"It was really special to be 
among such good friends. 
Everybody was a winner." 
"I think a good teacher must first be a 
good student," she said. "I'm trying to 
buckle down and make good grades because 
I know that someday I'll be expecting the 
same effort from my students.'' 
With such honorable goals, a good attitude 
and effort, LDri will undoubtedly be a win· 
ner in many things to come. 
GATA raises over $200; 
money to send kids to camp 
by Michael S. Bass 
Bison staff writer 
The 1991 Winter Festival, sponsored by 
GATA social club, proved again to be a suc· 
cess. Through the proceeds raised, children 
who would not normally have the money to 
attend Camp Wyldewood this summer will 
now be given the opportunity to do so. 
Approximately 35 members of GATA par· 
ticipated as change was collected from 
Bison fans before and during Saturday 
night's game against Ouachita Baptist 
University. According to GATA president 
Julie Johnson, over $220 was collected for 
the project. 
"Everyone was willing and helpful," 
Johnson said, adding that Dr. Burks was a 
source of good suggestion. Having attended 
13 summers at Camp Wyldewood herseH, 
Johnson further commented that the 
children are very appreciative of the oppor· 
tunity tO attend camp. 
Another Winter Festival tradition is the 
crowning of its queen. This year the honor 
went to sophomqre Lori Adkins of Memphis, 
Thnn. When asked how she felt of the 
festival's opportunity to aid underprivileg· 
ed children, Adkins said that camp is an "ex· 
perience they need." She also explained that 
the experiences gained at camp are "very 
important to help them grow.'' 
The Winter Festival ended with victories 
for both the Bisons and the Lady Bisons, 
Adkins crowned queen, and new light shed 
for the upcoming summer. GATA, along with 
the love and willingness to give from the 
Bison fans, will make summer a little 
brighter for a needy child. 
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Spring cleaning spurt sparks 
realization of God's work in us 
Late last Saturday I embarked upon a revered rite of 
spring matched only by May Fete fertility rituals and 
frisbee on the front lawn: The Great Closet Cleanout. 
Sunny skies and sixty-degree temperatures had convinc-
ed even me to abandon my trenchcoat for t-shirts and 
sweaters for swimsuits. 
But as with any major expedition into uncharted ter-
ritory, preparation is of utmost importance. So I leafed 
through some old Banana Republic catalogs and listened 
to the theme from "Indiana Jones" to put myself in the 
mood . 
I was reaay 
With a pith helmet on my head and pickaxe in my hand, 
I deived into the dark recesses of my closet, where no man 
dares to tread - this is, after all, a girl's dorm. 
I waded through the underbrush of Keds and dirty laun-
dry and slashed my way through the long hanging wool 
dresses until, crawling on hands and knees, I encountered 
that long-hiddren treasure trove: a suitcase of summer 
clothes. 
But along the way, I found in a shoebox a pair ofleather 
gloves I bought in Italy two years ago at HUF. As I put 
them in my suitcase to take home, I had a Deep Thought 
(just call me Jack Handey), the kind that comes only from 
prolonged exposure to cedar chip fumes within the con-
fines of a cinderblock dorm room: 
A glove cannot do anything by itself, but when my hand 
is in it, it can do almost anything my hand can do. Yet 
it is not the glove, but my hand in the glove that acts. 
Just as gloves are useful only when a hand is inside 
them, so we are useful only when the Holy Spirit is in-
side us. All of us have a God-shaped void in our lives that, 
when filled with the Holy Spirit, enables us to do almost 
anything. 
"Your will be done" is not an expression of resignation 
but of resolution . It is active, not passive- it implies that 
God is productively working in our lives each day, not 
pressed between the pages of our Bibles and set loose on 
Sundays. 
Thus, just as the glove is an instrument for the hand, 
we are instruments of the Holy Spirit when we are striv-
ing to do God's will. 
Next weekend is the Sock Drawer Safari- I can hard-
ly wait. _ C.P. 
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IT'S ~MOntER DAY~ AMOntER DOLLAI AT TKE 
Bison editor offers advice to Harding's lovelorn: 
Bison office hallway not for your 'student affairs' 
Because spring, the season for love, is approaching, and 
Valentine's Day was Thursday, I felt a certain obligation 
to write an editorial on the most romantic of all holidays. 
After all, in the past year I have written about Thanksgiv-
ing, Christmas and every other holiday with the excep-
tion of Arbor Day and my birthday, which is in ten days 
(just a friendly reminder). 
But I admit, I hadn't the faintest idea how to write on 
this topic, so I tried little things to put me in the mood. 
I tried saying the "L" word; 1 surrounded myself with red 
things; and I reread some of the Bison Valentine me$sages, 
which only made me laugh. 
Finally, in desperation, I played a tape of that songster 
of ardor and minstrel of passion: Harry Connick Jr., the 
lark of love for the post-Sinatra generation. But all that 
did was make me want to join a big band and run off with 
Harry Connick Jr., which I suspect many other girls would 
also like to do. 
So I was still stuck without rhyme or reason or any clue 
how to write on Valentine's Day. You would think I could 
write a long novel or at least one or two tender missives 
on the subject, since I am a frequent audience for amorous 
activities. 
Somehow, word has gotten around campus that a hot 
spot for "you-know-what" is the Student Affairs hallway 
outside of the Bison office. This is rather public, which 
I think it tacky and foolish, because these ~ozy corridor 
couples never know when they might end up the subject 
of a lame editorial during a slow new~ week. 
I finally decided just to write out a few random ram-
blings about Valentine's Day. Here is the first: Valentine's 
Day is not half bad if you get flowers, which, (here's a 
tip for the men), is a sure-fire way to win any girl's heart. 
And it doesn't have to be a dozen red roses. Mixed bou-
quets are pretty too. Just avoid dandelions or the daffodils 
plucked from the garden on the front lawn. 
My second and final thought is that, like every other 
holiday, Valentine's Day is too commercial. The excep-
tion to this is Chrisbnas, which I happen to like being com-
mercial (See Christmas ed,itorial, Dec. 14 issue). Just this 
weekend, I saw a "Sweetheart Sale" for HUD homes, as 
in Housjng and Urban Development, not Haven of Undy-
ing Desire. 
Can you just imagine Y.our sweetie walking up to you 
and whispering, "Happy Valentine's Day, Darling, here's 
your HUD home." That must be the ultimate, unroman-
tic clod, gift. He would probably make me do all the 
repairs on it too. 
So here you have it, a Valentine's Day Stream of Con-
sciousness billet-doux for all you lovers out there. Just 
remember, if you've got it, hang onto it, but keep your 
student affairs out of my office. 
- K.E. 
~ampus View 
What special plans did you 
and your loved one make for 
Valentine's Day? 
Patricia L. Parrish, Sophomore 
Oriando, FL 
''I made him a ceramic oet with 'I 
love you' on the bottom, with a teddy 
bear and a rose. We are going to go on 
a romantic ·picnic smn~place quiet 
and spend 8ume quality time" 
Mikki Hagood, Sophomore 
Cookeville, TN 
'' Ue says be has a wonderful sur-
1-. ;·~se fc· ~' rn~;, biJ t I don: t kno'v \:Vha t rl 
i~ yet. 
Kc::l:v D1xcn. Sophomore 
Greenv1lle, Texas 
"We plan to have din.'1er at least. but 
we'll probably skip classes a'1d spend 
the •.vhole day together." 
Shawn Collins, Sophomore 
Searcy, AR 
"Go hiking, watch the sunset and 
have a picnic on the cliff. That is if she 
behaves herself." 
Jeanne Thompson, Freshman 
South Windsor, CN 
"I got him a teddy bear holding a 
rose, and a pair of jumpin3lips. I plan 
to take him to my brother's house and 
make him a good old-fashioned 
romantic dinner.'' 
Christy Myers, Junior 
Memphis, TN 
"We are planning a two-hour date. 
We will tell each other that we love 
each other, and then we will give each 
other a kiss." 
Jeanne Thompson, Freshman 
South Windsor, CT 
"Arrive at Showbiz right when all 
the children are going to bed. Order 
pizza and eat it in the pit of rubber 
ba.lls with mv valentine Shawn. If he 
says everything according to my 
sr-ript I'll provide, he'll get to keep his 
tlc.Kets to obtain a stuffed animai.' ' 
David Anderson, Freshman 
Mankato, MN 
"Send her a dozen roses with a note 
telling her what time she needs to be 
ready. Take her out to dinner, then 
who knows?" 
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On the Writ _________ _ by Craig Lair and Mm-c Anderson 
While the Gulf War continues, other wars 
are being fought in the Soviet republics. 
They are undeclared wars for freedom and 
the United States has shown which side it's 
on- both. 
We nobly support the Baltic: states in their 
fight for freedom, but we are doing it on the 
sidelines, wearing a skirt, a sweater and 
shaking our pom-poms. Yeah 1 Rah! Latvia! 
Go! Fight! Win! And whenever the Soviets 
use force against c;ti:z.ens of a republic, we 
counter with big words and threats about 
cancelling a summit: The Summit to Decide 
Where the Next Summit Will Be. 
Of course, we still support Gorby. He's our 
main man in Moscow, like CNN's Peter 
Arnette in Baghdad. The U.S. is standing 
behind him with their hands on his 
shoulders. whispering in his ear, "Free-
market economy, two political parlles, per-
sonal freedom. McDonald's in Lerungrad. ' 
hoping that something ..,;u take bold. 
And there we stand. one foot on each side 
of the issue, unwilling to make a stand. But 
a stand doesn't need to be made. '\Ve should 
let the Soviet Union take care of their own 
problems. Gorby hasn't been on T.V. lately 
telling Bush that we need to take care of our 
drug problem, ciean up our environment, 
revitalize our judicial system or get rid cf 
PACs. 
Our Civil War shows where we stood on the 
issue of states leaving the republic. Not gon-
na let it happen. The treatment of native 
Americans during the time of the frontier 
shews hew we handled small populations 
who wamed their personal freedom. 
If we side with the republics. we need to 
ask -Nhy we haven't sided with Northern 
Ireland. in their struggle for independence, 
or Quebec in its. Let's be consistent. l'nless 
we are or!>pared to take a stand for every 
d;ssc;tisfied group fighting for their in-
dependence, we shouldn't whimsically sup-
port any. The United States should worry 
abot:t its .:;wn dom~tic and '.nternational af-
fairs ar.d let the Soviets tari:e care of their 
own ;nt.::rnal problems. 
~a'sGid V 
Harding Gold Program 
Automatic Credit Approval 
for purchases up to $2000°0 with a Harding 
Student I. D. 
Price Reduction Incentives 
That save students 20°/o on each purchase or 
$200°0 per $1000°0 saved. 
Diamond Quality Certificates 
Given with each purchase guarantees our 
diamond grading is accurate and not based 
on guesses, approximate comparisons or 
pure exaggeration. 
Searcy's only Harding University alumni jewelers - gemoioC?ist 
Price incentives apply only 
to bridal sets and may not 
apply to special sales. 
'fura'sWd V 
Fine Jewelry • Gemologists 
Downtown Searcy 
106 N. Spring 268-4684 
Private Showings 
by appointment 
268-4684 
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HEAKf TO .HEAKI'. Students play a Valentine's Day version of the game ''Twister" 
in the student center Thursday night. Heart to Heart, sponsored by the junior class, 
was one of many activities planned by the Student Association ibr "Hadie Sawkins 
Week," when Harding men were supposed to ask out the women tor dates. 
{JIId> by ... Bin:h) 
Don't miss the Valennwe' s Day Party 
tonight in the student center from 8-1 0. 
Music, games and Coke floats will kick off 
the fun. Sponsored by the · Student 
Activities Committee. 
President's Day Sale 
Winter Merchandise 
50°/o to 75o/o OFF 
MAM'SELLE 
New Spring Arrivals Daily 
Yes - We have - Self Action Tanning Cream by Estee Lauder 
Call Jawanda for FREE Make-over 
Major Credit Cards 
268-2662 lay-Away Available 
121 N. Spring 
Downtown Searcy 
Valentine's Day feelings not all rosy 
by John Crockett 
Bison staff writer 
Valentine's Day has come and gone, and 
it has once again divided the campus into 
two different groups. The distinction 
between the groups could be seen yesterday, 
as students checked their mailboxes. 
The first group opened their boxes and 
were greeted by a plethora of cards, candy 
and moderately priced flowers from the Col-
lege Inn ~tc. shop. 
The second group was greeted by an 
endless black hole which caused many of 
them to scream ''ARRGGmni!'' in such a 
way that would qualify most of them for a 
shot at being Charlie Brown's understudy. 
For those of you who did more screaming 
than sighing yesterday, here is a look at how 
the other half spent Valentine's Day. 
Many studentS celebrated the hoiiday in 
a traditional manner. Will Glade, a junior 
from Chicago, m., and Dwayne Cox, a junior 
from Denver, Colo., treated their Valentines 
to dinner and showered them with flowers 
and candy. 
Other students celebrated the holiday with 
the help of their social clubs. Kimberly Mad-
dox, a freshman from Rescue, Calif., enjoyed 
a party thrown by Sigma Phi Mu social club. 
Diane Roof, a junior from White Bear 
Lake, Minn., celebrated Valentine's Day 
earlier in the week. 
"I took Brent to the Ju Go Ju party and 
gave him a surprise,'' Diane said. 
Some students have yet to celebrate the 
holiday. 
"We decided to wait until the weekend," 
said Jennifer Swinea, a sophomore from 
Florence, Ala. "We are going to see 'Always' 
since it was the movie we saw on our first 
date." 
A few students were more mysterious 
when asked about their plans for the day. 
"Does the word 'Harlequin ' mean 
anything to you?" was the only thing said 
by MissY Roubana. 
Not all students were thrilled with the 
prospect of Valentine's Day. Rob Callicott, 
a freshman, said, "Valentine's Day is just 
another grim reminder that I have no one 
special to spend a lousy day with." 
David Rubio, a :freshman from Memphis, 
Thnn., was asked to give his overview on the 
bolida_y: "It's reall~ special tp have one day 
out of the year tp tell people how much you 
love them, but I think it is even more special 
to express these thoughts on a regular 
basis." 
Hadie Sawkins gives men a chance 
by Darren E. lrby 
Bison staff writer 
So much for Women's Lib. In response to 
Sadie Hawkins week last fall in which the 
girls had to ask out the guys, the Student 
Association has declared Feb. 10..14 as Hadie 
Sawkins week on the Harding campus. 
The week grew out of complaints from 
guys during the fall semester that they 
should have the same opportunity to invite 
girls to something special, as well as to in-
expensive events. And so Hadie Sawkins 
week was born. 
'l1lrougbout this special week of cupids, 
valeatines and roses, the S.A. and other 
llardiii(J orpnizatiODB belped to make this 
week a little men special Cor couples. 
Moaday night, silver candies and red 
tableclotba turned cafeteria B into a classy 
pasta restaurant, and if that wasn't enough, 
1991~N 
S'llJDENTS. 
Enter the Air Force 
immediately after gradua-
tlon -without waiting for the 
results of your State Boards. You 
can earn great benefits as an Air 
Force nurse officer. And if selected 
during'yoor senior year, you may · 
qualify for a five-month internship 
at a major Air Force medical facili-
ty. To apply, you'll need an overall 
2.50 GPA. Get a head start in the 
Air Force. Call 
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS 
TOLL FREE "STAT" 
1-800-423-USAF 
AID ... 
II 
the classic movie "An American Thle" was 
shown to give the guys an opportunity to ask 
out the girl of their dreams on an inexpen-
sive date. 
Thesday, Robin Crow came to town and 
b:eat.ed the .H.aJJding campus to a guitar con-
cert and gave the guys another chance to 
make their move on that special someone. 
Wednesday, the giant twister game 
"Heart to Heart" came to the student center 
along with cookies and lollipops, all to get 
ready for the big day, Thursday - the day 
Cupid came to town. 
The week proved to be a huge $UCCeSS, and 
a perfect reverse to Sadie llawkins week. 
Tbe theme of the week from the female 
perspective, according to 8.A. president 
Susan Vaughn, was, "We're not asking that 
guys propose - we're just proposing that 
guys ask." 
TRAIL DUST I 
Jumbo Bar-B-Q Sandwich Plate 
at regular size price I 
$4 39lncludes a.ll you can 
• eat food hne I Expires March 23, 1991 
COUPON IS REQUIRED 
I ~SSE !3833332!935 3333ESSS Sj 
I ARTISTIC FLORIST ~ & GIFTS 10% Discount m 
~with I.D. 
IZ 
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• In relationship matters, 
by Joe Cranford 
Bison staff writer 
As springtime returns to Harding's cam-
pus, the thoughts of young men and women 
turn to wooing and swooning over one 
another in romantic rendezvous and in-
timate interludes. The fresh air blows out the 
wintery cobwebs draped over their minds, 
and they begin to see and hear one another 
with a renewed perception of passion. 
It's Valentine's Day. 
Hands are held. Arms are embraced. And, 
yes, lips are kissed. And like the flowers of 
spring, relationshi,ps begin to blossom in this 
garden of academia. Some will flourish like 
weeds in an open pasture while others will 
be strangled and choked by the vines of 
doubt, dissent and insecurity. 
Either way, somewhere doWn the line our 
newly contrived couples are likely to engage 
in a conversation of cliche and heartbreak-
ing bromide. In a feeble attempt to express 
what they feel, they utter forth the utterly 
undesirable. Thev mean well. But the hones-
ty of the one speaking is lost in cliches while 
the one listening is left with feelings of 
bewilderment and frustration. 
In an attempt to thwart further displays 
of this sort of pretentious platitude between 
two potential sweethearts, here are some of 
those cliches exposed for what they really 
mean. These were collected from various 
conversational interviews recently with 
male and female Harding students. 
1) "Let's just be friends;" (or, "We're just 
friends"). "Everyone should know by now 
that this statement is synonymous with "I 
have no real desire to further acknowledge 
your existence," says Amy Martin, 
freshman. This is the most used and a6used 
of phrases in this context. That statement 
can really pack meaning when you read it 
for what it really says. We all place a high 
value on friendship. So to say that, and then 
avoid or act indifferently to another person 
can hurt them, even in trying to establish 
future relationships. Never limit or reduce 
your relationships with terminology. Mter 
all, how often do you say "We're just 
friends" to your closest friends? 
2) "I want to date around." While this one 
seems to be more "innocent," the truth is 
that it could be expressed better. Are you 
telling the person you no longer want to date 
him or her? Or are you wanting to see if this 
person is the best for you by going out with 
others and comparing? Are you breaking 
things off or just being open-minded to other 
"possibilities?" This statement doesn't ex-
plain "why," so be sure that you do. 
3) "I want to get to know you better." This 
one sounds good, but usually follows one (or 
both) of the first two mentioned. Serving as 
an "emotional safety net," this statement is 
seldom backed with sincerity or thought. 
Consequently, it can leave the other person 
with empty expectations. As a sincere 
remark, it's very nice to hear. but as a 
remark to save yourself from feeling "bad" 
about "cooling things off,'' it can haunt you 
later. 
4) "I don't have time for a relationship 
right now." This is a very sorry statement 
and a poor excuse because (1) How much 
time do you need? (2) When will you have 
time for one? This cliche is like saying that 
"you aren't worth the spare time that I 
have." It is a generally accepted fact that 
you have more time in college for relation-
ships than when you're in the working world. 
Don't deprive yourself of that. You either 
need to find time or a better way of telling 
someone you don't want to date them. 
5) "I dori't want a: relationship right now." 
While this is perhaps the most honest 
sounding of these, you need to realize that 
you may be setting yourself up if you aren't 
totally honest. You may fmd yourself wan-
ting to date a close friend of that person soon 
after you say that. on the o~er hand, if you 
WHEN WE 'F'Ill YOUR PRESCRIPTION 
All YOU HAVE TO SAY IS, 
"BILL ll TO MY DAD'' · 
. . . at 
ED I CAL. CENTER-JPMARM~ 
~ ·-Ne~\ 
••cu-pid ~~e!' 
•tpoub\e B.ear\5 
y,a\loot\5'' 
Tell your Valentine how much you care 
with a gift from: 
Balloon-A-Grams, Etc. 
1516 E. Race 268-4443 
Stuffed animals .. .Stuffed Balloons 
Flowers - all kinds 
Call or Come By early for best selections 
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just the truth, please 
do tell someone that, it is important that you 
don't continue to lead them on with phone 
calls, letters, visits, etc. on a regular basis. 
That is, after all, a relationship. There's 
nothing wrong with doing these things with 
someone; just don't be sending mixed 
signals. Know what you want and stick to it. 
6) "I don't want to ruin our friendship." A 
relationship needs to be a friendship sooner 
or later if it is to last at all. Consider that 
carefully. Some friendships don't work out 
in deeper relationships. But all lasting rela-
tionships, especially in marriage, are deep 
friendships. In fact, marriages fail for a lack 
of friendship. This line is common when one 
person wants something more than the 
other. It is a defensive gesture, but there are 
more delicate ways of stating that 
sentiment. 
7) "I love you." This is the queen 
mother of cliches. While it is on the positive 
side of the cliche spectrum, it was often 
mentioned as being overused. These three 
words which are supposed to express the 
greatest of feelings have lost impact because 
they are often blurted out without much feel-
ing or conviction. This phrase should be 
saved for a later time and used sparingly. 
Love needs to be expressed more in things 
done, not in words SP()ken. This was 
;:::;;~· 
never intended to be a blanket statement, 
but something that expresses the strongest 
feeling we are capable of having. Save it. Say 
something else that tells how you feel. Ex-
press your love for others in other words and 
actions. Savor the "I love you's" instead of 
wearing them out. 
There are many others, like "I have 
boyfriend/girlfriend back home," "You're 
like a brother/sister to me," "You will make 
someone real happy someday," "We're too 
different,'' "You're vulnerable right now and 
on the rebound," and still more that weren't 
recalled. The people I spoke to in collecting 
these cliches said that the thing we need 
most in our relationships is honesty - to 
others and to ourselves. 
We're not all poetic or very good at giv-
ing words for our feelings, but we are all 
capable of telling the truth about how we feel 
and what we want. H we don't know, then we 
can at least say so. Whenever we try to save 
someone else's feelings by "letting them 
down easy,'' we end up letting everyone 
down. 
"In matters of life and love the truth 
sometimes hurts a little," says David 
Gregor, senior. "I think we all owe it to each 
other to just say what we feel. Lying never 
makes it better." 
Attention 
Harding Students, :Alumni, Faculty 
Introducing 
"University" Rings & Pendants 
Designed and manufactured in Searcy 
by John Parri$h . for Harding University 
Over 200 styles 
Some available 
with diamonds 
__ g;~'"-­
( GEM GALLERY) 
NtD JEWElRY DESIQI't CEI"'lER 
Town & Country Plaza Searcy 268-7474 
Parrish Jewe{ers 
112 N. Spring St. Searcy 268-2419 
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Matt Mellor: 
You're the only one for me, Honey. I love 
you! 
Lisa D.C.: 
Roses are red 
Violets are blue 
You're a wonderful wife 
And, oh yeah, I love you. 
From: Hubby 
Sandy Downs: 
I'll be your valentine! Will you be mine? 
I.Dve forever & ever, 
Your Roomie 
Kevin Daugherty: 
The dream is still alive 
After all this time 
The flame keeps on burning 
The dream is still alive 
The one of you and I. 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Forever, Diane 
Stevie: 
You're the greatest fan a man could ever 
want! 
Love you, Ricky VS 
Th Our Most Beloved Male Chauvinist, 
Eric Bright: 
May we ever be chained to your stove. 
Your Obedient, "Submissive" Female 
Chauvinists, K & L 
Th Scott S. (a king among men): 
How do you compare with Micbelangelo's 
David, the Greek Parthenon, the Roman 
Colosseum and the Eiffel Tower in Paris? 
You're all priceless! 
I.Dve, An OEAGEAN Maiden 
Th my guardian angel: 
Are you still watching out for me? 
Keith: 
On and off the court- you've got the right 
moves! 
I.Dve,? 
Jason: 
I love you! 
Sandy 
T&T: 
Thanks for the lips. 
I.Dve, V.L. 
D.M.R.: 
While I have your attention, 
Here's what I'd like to say. 
I love you very, very much, 
And Happy Valentine's Day! 
I.Dve, B.A.V. 
Mark Cornell: 
Two big lips from me to you on this Valen-
tine's Day. 
X 
Chuck: 
'!bough hundreds of miles separate us at this 
time, my love for you grows stronger and 
deeper with each passing day. Hurry home. 
All my love, Mo 
K.M.R.: 
I love you like fudge on a warm day in 
Washington. 
G.K.W. 
Lane D.: 
I think you're really fine. 
I wish you could be mine. 
I.Dve, a hopeful Valentine. 
Steve Horne: 
Blown from a distant land you came, 
Looking for that one dame. 
You soar high like an eagle, 
And you're bald like one too. 
Boy, I sure would like to go out with you. 
Love ya,? 
Duane: 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
I Love You! 
Melissa 
Dimples: 
I just want you to know that I could never 
be happier than when I'm with you. I love 
you today and will love you forever! 
Happy Valentine's Day. 
Your loving lady, XOXOXOXOXOXOXOXO 
Steve Horne: 
You soar high like an eagle 
And you're bald like one too. 
I'm like a beagle 
Who's loyal to you. 
As you fly through the sky 
I'll run on the land 
Somewhere by and by 
We'll meet hand in hand. 
I.Dve ya,? 
Paul B.: 
Will you be my Valentine? 
Love,? 
Jason Knight: 
Thanks for always listening to me talk about 
EVERYTHING! 
I appreciate you! 
Your Personal Evangelism classmate 
Mandy Cook: 
Always do the right thing, Babe! Seize the 
day! 
One day that special someone will just pop 
into your life and poof! You'll be Mrs. So and 
So!" 
Just be patient. 
You know it, 
1, 2, 3, a, b, c 
Ophelia: 
All that glistens is not gold, 
Often have you heard that told; 
many a man his life hath sold. 
For the outside to behold. 
You have been wise and bold. 
A young heart of gold 
You doth enfold; 
This poem for you is enscroll'd. 
We love you! Your Roomies 
Juanita C.: 
Thanks for the last couple of weeks. It 
means a lot to know you're there for me. 
Have a great Valentine's Day, and I'll see 
you Sunday night. 
Brian R. 
Kimberly, Roger, Alan, Tami & all my 
dear friends: 
I could never express my gratitude for your 
friendship. You are God-sent and I am con-
tinually blessed by you. Thanks for really 
listening and putting up with me. 
I love you, Andrea Shelley 
Babe: 
1ba.nk yoo for being a part of my life. Always 
.remember WOI Only three weeks and we'll 
be Mr: and Mrs. John Klein. lllO, H.B. 
Little Miss Mills : 
I'm lost in love and I don't know much 
But in love I felled and so was compelled 
Th reveal to you my tender 
Feelings, nothing more than feelings 
Wo, Wo, Wo, Wo, Wo, Wo 
All I ask of you is 
Why do birds suddenly appear 
Every time you are near 
Just like me, they long to be 
Singing to you. 
Thnder thoughts, SETH 
Kim Sheets: 
I have seen you, 
In the student center, across the front lawn, 
In the Cafe Features line. 
Your laughing eyes dancing with the light of 
your sunny smile. · 
You appear so soft, so fragile, 
As a vision, surrounded by wisps of 
gossamer veils, 
Revealing the delicate beauty that I hope 
will someday shine only for me. 
I am your valiant, white knight. 
You are my slender, small love. 
Forever yours, Galahad 
When I see that smile on your face 
And that twinkle in your eyes 
Oh, Jason Pace, 
My heart for you sighs. 
Dana D.: 
I love you. 
Brian G. 
Scott: 
You are a great brother and I really ap-
preciate you being there for me. I love you! 
I.Dve, your sister Patrice 
Dana: 
Happy Valentine's and Birthday! 
I love you, Thny 
Jennifer: 
Though the miles are great, 
And the tears many, 
Our love can only grow stronger 
With the bonds we share. 
Separation means little 
For a love so strong. 
The time will soon come 
When the distance is no longer. 
Only then, 
Will we really know 
How great 
I.Dve can be. .. 
I.Dve always, Robert 
Janice: 
lt has been wondelful-Spellding the last year 
with you. You bring me joy and love more 
each day. I'm looking forward to the rest of 
our lives as we become one. May the 18th is 
just around the corner. I can't wait! 
All my love - now and forever, Shawn 
"Roses are red, violets are blue," 
Happy Valentine's Day, Chalupa 
Who are you?! 
Curiously, Eric and Jeff 
Moo: 
I miss you! How about a lunch date Feb. 22? 
C.P. 
Deana: 
Pleeeeeeaze be my Valentine. 
Dave 
Kim: 
• 'Wftve seen lhe laughs, we've seen tbe tears, 
We've seen quite a bit these last two years ... " 
That night two months ago - December, 
Is a night I think we'll both remember: 
I knelt down on bended knee. 
You gasped in surprise and awe at me. 
In shock you couldn't believe it was true: 
This Shantih ring ceremony WAS for you! 
Since that moment when you said "yes" 
I'll be totally clear - I have to confess -
That little word in ALL its worth 
Made me the happiest man on earth! 
Happy Valentine's Day, Kimber! 
I Love You Always and Forever! 
Love, Eric 
D.D. : 
One hundred more days ... yes, I do think it 
would be nice! I'm so glad you asked! 
S.R. 
P.H.: 
Meet me at the corner of Close and Soon 
(a.k.a. 115 Cherokee) . 
Love, B. 
Christopher: 
Thanks for being a true friend through years 
of church camp and miles apart. Happy 
(ack!) Valentine's Day. 
Mucho Amor, Laura K. 
Th the Bookstore Avengers: 
We love your masks and the way you're so 
mysterious. We'd love to rip off your masks 
and reveal our heroes. You guys are full of 
justice. 
We appreciate you! 
Harding Women 
Tibor: 
We love the way you attract attention. It is 
so cool. You are the coolest guy and by far 
our favorite Conqueror (sorry Paul). 
Love, M.C. and S.B. (also the BA's) 
JDN: 
I'm still here for you. Happy Valentine's 
Day! 
Mik 
1391: 
I still care about you. Happy Valentine's 
Day! 
"Simple Mind, Simple Pleasure" 
Donatello: 
Don't count your turtles before they hatch! 
However- watch out for the chicken coop! 
KaCi 
Fireball: 
I've got the note for you! Please be mine this 
Valentine's Day! 
Hugs and Butterfly Kisses 
Dear L.J.C.: 
Your kiss, passion incarnate 
Th what does it compare? 
Honey? No, much sweeter. 
Wine? No, much finer. 
Your lips are more precious than the petals 
of a rose. 
Then to what does it compare? 
Only heaven holds its equal. 
I.Dve, B.J.C. 
Angela: 
I hope that you have an extraordinary day 
and a fabulous weekend! "Commit to the 
Lord whatever you do, and your plans will 
succeed" (Proverbs 16:3). 
Love in Christ 
Th my anonymous benefactor: 
Thank you very much! The Franklin quin-
tuplets arrived safely. Your gift simply over-
whelmed mel I have no doubt that God will 
bless you for your kindness. You are truly 
a Barnabas and I thank God for this love yc)u 
have shown. 
I.Dve, Clayton 
Kevin Yaws: 
So - WHEN are we getting married? 
Anxiously waiting, R.M. 
Kevin Yaws: 
Ask her, you little pansy! 
The Bookstore Avengers 
Dear Mark: 
I'm really glad we're getting married! I love 
you so much! 
I..Dve, Jennifer 
Mimi: 
Close your eyes and take a step into the 
unknown; you might find what you've been 
looking for all along. 
Love, Francois 
P.S. Is this too corny? H so, disregard the 
above and always remember that I think 
you're swell. 
L.A. &J.: 
Happy Valentine's Day and best of luck in 
the future! M. 
Nawana: 
Long miles, 
But my heartstrings stretch. 
Cold reality, 
But I can dream. 
Months till we wed, 
And I will wait. 
Thny 
Quint E.: 
I admire you from afar, 
But I want to admire you up close. 
You make my heart beat fast 
When I see you in class. 
Love and kisses, Tina 
Jeff: 
Thanks for the best year in my life! I'm look-
ing forward to many more. 
I..Dve always, Sheryl 
Steve Smith: 
I'm watching you! 
Your buddy, FOY 
Tim Yates: 
Hey, you good-looking man! 
Tomorrow is our "hot" date, 
so please don't be late! 
Cupid's elf, CDB 
Wierdo (J.J.): 
Here's to naming cars, "Eagles" on an 
empty tank, three minutes after play prac-
tice, mushrooms and ice cream, water that 
doesn't boll, "that offends me," Wendy's in 
the park, "where are we?" at Riverside, 
Doritos and honey, and " you have my rib I" 
This is pretty scary I 
I..Dve ya! SAD 
P.S. Don't call after 11! 
Beth Martin: 
Just wanted to wish you a Happy Valentine's 
Day! You know, I'm so blessed to have you 
as my best friend You're the best, Babe! 
1-2-3, A-B-C!! Carmel 
Happy Valentine's Day 
To Thd: 
A friend forever. 
"H ye shall ask anything in my name, I will 
do it." 
Love, your sis in Christ, Tinea 
Bubba Cook: 
You and I have been through AIm', but look 
at us, we're still friends! Amazing, huh? 
We've also lived through some good and bad 
memories which has truly brought us closer. 
Don't look at me like that! Always 
remember that no matter what, I will be your 
friend to the end! UBU and IBME, and with 
God's help, we'll see each other in ETER-
NITY! You are so bizarre! IMY! 
I love you, "Unicarm" 
Happy Valentine's Day to all the friends I've 
loved before: 
"For thou, Lord, art God, and ready to 
forgive, and plenteous in mercy unto all 
them that can call upon Him." Psalms 86:5 
Tinea Williams 
Brynie: 
Thanks for not giving up on mel You're a one 
in a million friend. Happy V-Day! 
D. 
Tony: 
You have all my love ~r! Happy Valen-
tine's! I love you! Dana 
Sophomore nursing majors, 
Keep "palpating"! ! 
Love, DeeAnn 
Th the Queens of Galaxy: 
We love you and appreciate you so very 
much. We are proud to have you as a part 
of our club and as our friends. Happy Valen-
tine's Day Diane, Miko and Beth! 
Love, The Men of Galaxy 
Th the Seniors in Galaxy: 
Our time has come to meet the "real" world 
I know each of you will be a success in life. 
Thanks for the unforgettable times we've 
had together! 
Friends always, Mark 
Th Chi Alpha Rbo: 
Thanks for making me feel special . .I love 
everyone of you! Always, Beau Mark 
Anlaura Leek: 
You're like nothing else to me. I will love 
you always. 
Caro 
Farm Boy: 
I love you so much! Thanks for the love you 
have shared with me the past two years. I 
am looking forward to many more years to 
come. You are the greatest. 
Always, Princess 
Carol: 
I am so glad that we are becoming friends. 
I have had such a blast this semester! I'm 
sure we will have a lot more. Stay sweet! 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Love ya, Lisa 
Donann: 
Th a great roommate and a wonderful 
friend. Thanks for being there for me. I 
love you! 
Cow 
To Steve Martin: 
As TV-19 anchor, you are calm, cool and 
collected. 
As a good friend, you're kind, considerate 
and a perfect gentleman -
Just what every woman wants in a man. 
Blue Eyes 
Jason King: 
The top five things that you are: 
5. You are the cap on my Pepsi bottle. 
4. You are the plastic that surrounds my 
silverware when I eat at Shoney's. 
3. You are the mud puddle outside my door. 
2. You are the static cling in my clothes. 
1. You are the epitome of the "UNKNOWN." 
"CWELESS" 
Th my Valentines: 
Heather, Heidi, Jennifer, Julie C., Julie H., 
Kristen, Mandy, Melissa, Merideth, Missy 
and Tami. 
So many girls, so little time ... 
I love you, Alan 
My dearest Daniel: 
This past year and a half have made me so 
happy. You are the best and I love you for 
all you do and have been to me. Happy 
Valentine's Day! 
With TONS of love, Karla 
Th our beloved fellows: 
This semester has come to prove 
To be the best because of you; 
You've brightened our days 
And enlightened our nights. 
Some songs have been sung, 
Some laughs have been shared, 
You've done all this to show that you care. 
Now it's our turn to let you know 
Just how much we really love you so! 
The riddle tells jokes, 
The cow eats hay, 
So now we wish you 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Love, Lisa and Carol 
Sharlotte: 
My "Unanswered Prayer" 
Dan 
Angie: 
Por favor, me tomas tu mana? 
Pedro 
Shelli: 
"No other lover really cared 
When I've reached out for you you've always 
been there 
Now I'm so far away and baby I'm scared 
I never knew lonely till you. 
You are my rock and the strength I need 
Th keep me safe in this life that I lead 
Now I'm not with you and my broken heart 
bleeds 
I never knew lonely till you. 
I can't make up for the times I've been gone 
But I'll prove I love you in the words of this 
song 
Back in your arms, girl, it's where I belong 
I never knew lonely till you ... " 
I just wanted to say thank you for everything! 
Love always, Chad 
Stan King: 
lDving you madly 
Wanting you badly. 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
JimS.: 
So little between us has been said 
But we know the feeling is there 
When by ARA we're fed 
How much for each other we care. 
Love,? 
Steve: 
You are still "Someone Special" to me! 
Love, Karen 
Lisa M.: 
Thanks for helping me lind happiness again 
and for making this Valentine's Day a 
special one! 
Th the maidens of Omega Phi: 
Pride and joy of the Omega Phi beaux 
We intended to send you each a rose 
Our bank accounts vetoed this noble intent 
"How can we honor them?" was our lament 
Then we reached a unanimous motion 
Th send you this poem with our love 
and devotion 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Love, Jim, Eric, Clint & Clayton 
Nicole: 
I know these next three years are going to 
be just as great as the past three months. 
I love you so much. 
Love, Brent B. 
Kathleen: 
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Dear John Paul: 
Happy Valentine's Day! You are very special 
to me, and I love you very much. 
Love always, Angela 
Chadder: 
We've ony just begun to fJSh! Aren't you glad 
you reeled me in? 
I love you! Stefanie 
Kevin Goldman: 
Although your eyes are oh, so heavenly 
And your smile sends me soaring to the skies 
I must admit that this weekend 
The duct tape took me by surprise. 
Does your mother know of this fetish? 
Or is bondage a secret sin? 
It was difficult to tell on Saturday 
With the playful mood you were in. 
And though you completed the tackle 
All you really had to do was ask 
For you know that it's true; it's your 
TNT blue 
That's the glow under which that I bask. 
And so my dear friend Kevin 
Though to some this may seem absurd 
At least with this poem I've written 
I finally managed to get the last word! 
Happy Valentine's Day! 
Love, Your Duct Tape Queen 
Chrissie-Boo: 
Thank you for all of your undying love over 
the years. I promise to give you the same for 
the rest of our lives. 
All of my love, Honey Bear 
Jen: 
You're the best roomie ever! Don't you love 
your name in print? 
Love ya! 
Ash 
Lee: 
Hope this 14th is the best ever. Thanks for 
everything. You are the best! 
Always, Ashley 
Dear Shantih Women: 
I have longed for two years to date, not just 
one of you, but all of you. I spend many 
endless nights pondering the happiness that 
would befall me if I could have just one of 
you to myself. I love yol' all so much, and 
I don't know what I would do without you. 
Thanks for the memories. 
Signed, "Not a Beau" 
Shalee: 
What's my name? 
Matthew 
Just like me they long to be Close to You.., '·"1 Dear Bill: 
Ivan · ·' Happy Valentine's Day! I was going to write 
Heather Daniels: you another poem about a long awaited 
I'm really glad you decided to come to engagement ring, but I didn't want to em-
Harding this semester. I hope we'll get to barrass you in front of the whole school. I 
know one another better. Have a great Valen- love you anyway! 
tine's Day. Forever, Me 
Mike M. Siggy, 
Anne Marie: Well, dude, our two and a half years are 
You are my love and my life. The love we a~ost at an end. Thanks for being a most 
have is the greatest. Thanks for the love triumphant roommate. The times we have 
you've given me! shared have been excellent. I will never 
I..Dve always, Joshua S. forget them! 
Party on dude! 
Thd T. Logan III 
P.S. Wake up! 
Dear Honbuns: 
I just wanted to thank you for being the best 
of buddies tQ me and for always being there 
for me. You are the best boyfriend. Happy 
Valentine's Day! 
I love you, Your Sweetheart 
Baby Love: 
Thank you for marrying me nearly six 
months ago. I can't believe it's been that 
long. I'd do it all over again in a heartbeat. 
I love you, Woobie 
Jennifer: 
Just at the right time, I fell in love with you. 
Love always, Scottie 
Jason King: 
Silver tray, champagne glasses, advice, 
class notes and free rides! Are you sure 
you're not "using" us?! 
We love you, Jase! 
Your "study buds" 
Happy Valentine's Day to all my friends 
in HSBS: 
"And He said: my presence shall go with 
thee, and I will give thee rest." Exodus 33:14 
Tinea Williams 
Jason Eric King: 
Roses are red, 
Your eyes are brown, 
I really like having you around. 
And I can't wait for that moment when we 
can sit on the seashore just to stare at the 
moon while sharing a tall, cold glass of Pepsi 
with a crazy straw! 
Forever, ' 'Rowena" 
(See MFSSAGES, page 9) 
\:':: 
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PLAY THAT FUNKY MUSIC. Guitarist Robin Crow entertained students Thesday 
night with a performance in the Benson. Crow also held a workshop for aspiring 
guitarists and musicians. (photo by Matt Birch) 
Crow entertains with musical skills 
by Darrin W. Ellis crowd hear his versions of several weU-
81500 5tilff wrller known songs. He also played many songs of 
Robin Crow impressed and influenced his own which were fretted on a double-,neck 
Ha.rding students earlier this week through guitar. By playing both necks simUltaneous-
his concert and guitar workshop. ly, Crow was able to prove his mastery of the 
Crow bas a long history in music and bas inStrument to Harding students. 
wol'ked with some big .names. He has joined Crow also conducted a workshop for in-
efforts with musicians in such bands as Yes, terested guitarists. Athougb some predicted 
Kansas and Steve Winwood, but began his a bow-to session and brought their guitars, 
career as a contemporary Christian musi- Crow m95Uy concentrated on what roads to 
ciao. The first three of his five solo albums travel to get into the music business. A wide 
are contemporary Christian mUBic, and be range of questions were asked by hopeful 
has al$o produced three additional albums musicians, but Crow was tactfully honest 
for other artists. while expounding on the potholes included 
In Crow's latP.St album, "Spirits of the in the road to success. He explained how 
Past," be has redone such songs as "Africa'' many of the bands seen OR MTV are far from 
and ''Dust in the Wind" but bas converted rich. "It's a pretty good accomplishment 
them to instrumentals. just to make a living as a musician," Crow 
"I guess I'm drawn to music that is pas- said. 
sionate, adventW'ous and foll!)WS a course of - 'fPi.s skilled musician is also a spokesper-
i ts own. This is what lshootfor in each con- .sbn for Compassion , International. This 
cett," Crow said. organization sponsors hungry childre)lin the 
In the past few years Crow has spent most Third Wodd, and as Crow travels he is 
ofbis time on the road He spent three y~ '\motivated lt.tiM others to sponsor these 
playing in front of 600 high schools, but now poverty-stricken children. 
tours strictly colleges at a rate of 100 per Crow said, "Com~io!!ls more than just 
year. - -a hunger relief organizatiOn. We believe t:ba.t 
Since Crow is a self-taught musician, be educating children ,is the primary solution 
plays with a very unique and innovative to breaking the cycle of poverty. These 
style. This was seen at '1\lesday night's con- .. children receive nouriShing.food, education, 
cert wbere he played a variety of guitars clotbes, bealt,b care and Christian en-
which were all tuned differently. He bas couragement." 
develOPed a specific way to tune for specific During a few songs at the concert fans 
songs. he bas written. This is something ex- could s.ee w~t is happening in the Third 
tremely unique among guitarists. World on a projection screen positioned 
While on stage Crow let a generally smaU above the stage. 
10.8% interest for 12 months 
and no down payment on 
diamond engagement rings 
and wedding bands 
10 .8%FINANCfiiG 
0$ 
DOWN 
Financing for one year with approved 
credft on all diamond engagement rings 
and wedding bands. Choose from our 
extensive collections in traditional and 
contemporary styles. 
(1'~~· -----.. 
(,-G-D~I (~LERY) Parrisfi Jewefers 
NfO .A'WUJr't O!Maf"' u::rtfUII 
Town and Country Plaza 
268-7474 
Downtown Searcy 
268-2419 
Saxophonist Vince Andrews performs 
with HU's Kirk Bowman on alto sax 
by Kevin Lange Kee 
Bison staff writer 
Playing before a near-eapac1ty Heritage 
Auditorium crowd Tuesday evening, Feb. 5, 
Vince Andrews showed why be is one of 
jazz's blossoming saxophonists. 
The concert was the final stage of a three-
part jazz workshop. The other events were 
a l pecialized saxopbone clinic and an im-
provisatiun clinic. In the two afternoon 
clinics students learned impo.rtant musical 
and career tips and participated in live in-
strumental exercises. 
Andrews' evening performance included 
Hal'ding's Jazz Band and Combo. Thgether 
they cruised through a wide variety of songs, 
including pieces from J ohn Coltrane and 
Quincy J ones. The show also showcased two 
original compositions by Andrews. " Good-
bye" and "Three Days Later." 
"Goodbye" is about the feelings we all en-
counter wben we see someone or something 
we care about leave," explains Andrews. 
"Three Days Later" is a piece I wrote one 
Easter holiday. I was constantly being 
reminded that Jesus Christ died and rose 
again for us. I wanted to ·capture the spirit 
of joy that we should feel in knowing that 
God's grace saves us from sin." 
One of the many highlights of the concert 
was Andrews' duet with Harding's own Kirk 
Bowman, an alto saxophonist with the Jazz 
Band. The duet, entitled "Hallelujab Time," 
electrified the audience and displayed 
Bowman's hometown talent. 
Bowman described the opportunity to play 
with Andrews. "Playing beside someone like 
him is inspirational. You just hope 
something good comes out that the people 
wiU like.'' 
The soft.spoken Andrews is no stranger to 
success. lie has played wi th sucb notable 
jazz musicians as Chuck Mangione, Dizzie 
Gillespie, Chico Freedman and Miles Davis. 
He has also recorded six albums, including 
his first nationaUy distributed and most re-
cent disc, "Vince Andrews," available on the 
Sisapa label: ,· · · 
Andrews, ~a 'nAtive of Dayton, Ohio, is 36 
years old. He began playing the alto sax-
ophone when be was 11 years old. "I liked 
the way it looked,'' he laughs. He went on to 
]>lay the tenor, soprano and baritone sax-
ophones as well. as the flute. Although he still 
uses the soprano sax and the flute for studio 
work, be recently decided to concentrate on 
his first love, the alto sax. 
Andrews first realized the alto sax's poten-
tial for sound when he heard the emotional 
songS of Gene Ammons, one of Andrews' 
first influences. 
''As improvisors and musicians, our task 
is to make emotions come alive through our 
music. Music carries many messages: 
spiritual, emotional, good and bad. rt is our 
job to communicate the message through 
our performance," Andrews informed 
students at the afternoon improvisati.on 
clinic. 
Andrews has adopted fresh funk sound, 
which is evident in both his composing and 
his playing. He describes funk as a cleaner, 
more distinct sound in jazz. 
"Rock involves a lot of distortion and 
overlapping sounds," he explains. " In funk, 
however, all of the sounds are heard both in-
dividually and as a part of the wbole.. The 
outcome is a crisp, clean sound that 
stimulates the senses in a different way 
(than does rock)." 
Though Andrews' solos display an abun-
dance of different emotions, he places just 
as much importance on the melodies of the 
composition to emit emotional messages. 
" One of my teachers at Capitol Universj-
ty (in Columbus, Ohio) taught me that the 
first note of a song is just as important as 
any other part of a song, because it helps to 
establish a mood.'' He laughs, "We'~:prac­
tice one note over and over to get it just 
right.'' 
Andrews describes his current touring 
hand as "on fire for God" and hopes to even-
tually escalate his music to a higher, more 
evangelistic plane. For the moment, 
however, his enthusiasm for music and his 
commitment to God continue to radiate 
from l;ris ~nspirational perfortnattces. 
SENIOR RETREAT · ... 
Wyldewood Retreat Center 
Friday and Saturday with 
Speaker, Stanley Shipp 
Take the Nacho Supreme Challenge 
a meal in itself; meat, beans, cheese dip, Jalapeno peppers, lettuce, 
tomatoes, sour cream, guacamole, & grated cheese - served on a bed 
of chips. ' 
with FREE large drink! $3 7 5 
expires 2-21-91 only 
Q~) rl .Jrll'lv 
11~·· JO''-
809 S. Main 
Searcy 
268-5706 
"Not Fast Food We're Fresh Food Fast" 
Searcy's oldest & finest Mexican Restaurant 
"Thank you for your support." 
HAPPY TO ACCEPT HARDING STUDENTS' CHECKS 
Messages ... 
(continued from page 7) 
Sweetheart: 
WHAT? What's that guy's nall)e? Meeting 
in the library. Commercials in Vogue. Crot-
ches. Satellites. Nervous - who me? 
Mistletoe. Did I hear you say that you'd like 
some brownies? Rain, Ice, Ice, Baby. Study-
ing. Long distance calls. Meeting THE 
PAR.ENTS. Woofie leaning on me. Chapel 
notes. Earth Angel. lme that smile - not 
to mention those baby blue eyes (what could 
possibly be dripping from them?) Don't 
blink on me! Please. Why? 'leU me 
something. So wlle.n do we get to go our first 
date? Church and the sniffles. York Pepper-
mint Pattie$. My chee,k:s hurt frord smiling 
so much. We've come a long way. Thanks for 
aU of lhe memories. 
Love ya, M.C. and the Traveling Bear 
Just let me look into thine eyes, 
Adore thy every subtle grace. 
Make my love for thee an opti;on. 
Enjoy me gazing on thy face. 
Somehow let me find a place. .. 
... inside thy heart. 
K.B. 
Why Can't I Walk Away? 
Because I'm Tangled Up in You-
Th our favorite fiddler, 
We're glad you're back! 
CLH&EMS 
Th Chapel Checker •4 (Carla Baker): 
You're doing a fantastic job! Your record so 
far is 16 for 23. Happy Valentine's Day! 
Love, Section 400 
Nita, 
I've never had a friend as great as you, and 
I'm really glad that you're here. Tbank:sf~ ·; 
the good times. Hoping for more, 
J ack 
My sweetest, dearest, darling brother, 
r11 always love youJike DO other. 
(The only son of my only mother) 
I'll not trade yoo for another. 
Through the years my friend you'll-be, 
I love you much, Brother Lee. 
Your only sister (Karen Marie) 
Doug: 
I just wanted to say ''tbank you" for being 
tbe very special person yoo are. and for 
bringing so mucb.love aod Jaugbter into my 
life. Nothing will ewr compare to the times 
we abate together! You mean tbe world to 
mel. Happy ValeotiDe's Dayl I love youl 
"Your princess" 
1b the girl with dark bair and brown eyes 
who is far away in Vieona: HEYIII 
'lbe Dragon 
Angie, 
I just want to say that I love you! 
Love, J.P. 
Tim 
~ for all you bave done for me. You 
have changed my life and words just can't 
express how 1 feel I love you, Timmy I I look 
forward to spending the rest of my life with 
you. Sap - Sap - Mush - Mush! But 
sometimes that's allowed! I love you! 
Katherine 
'Ibm C. 
You're the man I love the most, wish you 
were here instead of on the west coast. 
Love, Marsha 0. 
J.A.M.S. 
I love you with all my heart. We are #l. 
All my love, your husband, 
J.B.S. 
Crazy C.: 
You've ::een me at my lowest. You've seen 
my angerT lily flaws and yet you still love me. 
You are a strength in my life. Your full power 
unknown, untapped I thank God for you and 
pray s~·mehow I am good for you as weii 
Roy 
Jamie II 
You became the love of my life -a year and a 
half ago. 
In those days I never thought I could love 
you so. 
Remember once I asked God, "whatever 
you have me to do?" 
He answers me daily- and now I remain .... 
Forever your #2. 
Happy Valentine's Day. 
Love ya, Kimmie 
Bob, Tracy and David: 
Thanks for working so bard for us. You're 
our main men! 
Love, Tri-Kappa 
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If you want to be happy for the rest of 
your life 
Never make a pretty woman your wife. 
So for my personal point of view; 
Get an ugly girl to marry you! 
Lee Fowlkes: 
I have admired you for some time now. Will 
you be my secret Valentl.ne? 
I love you! Your Secret Admirer 
Happy Valentine's Day 
Daddy-0. 
Love, Big AI 
200.500 Summer Camp 
Positions Available 
Staff Referral Services provides a 
network of camps, now hiring, 
from the "Keys" to WISconsin-
Minn. One application reaches 
all camps. Applications at the 
Student Employment Office. 
MONDAYS 5:00 to 8:00pm only 
Now at Mazzio's Pizza you can enjoy 
piping hot all-you-can-eat pizza for only 
$2.99. PLUS special prices for the kids, 
inc~uding kids 5 and under eat FREE. 
Why cook Monday night? Take a break 
and enjoy great tasting Mazzio's Pizza at a 
super low price. 
3006 East Race 
268-9888 
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SPORTS 
Titans and Kappa Tau score big wins 
and Bucs take the 'bang' out of TNT 
by Jason Harriman TNT beating the Bucs 56-46 for the "B" 
Bison sports writer championship; TNT losing to Sub-T for the 
Fifteen championships were played this "E" championship; and TNT beating Titans 
week to end the regular season of club for the "F" championship. 
basketball. Two aames were played on Tues- In middle club games Chi Sigs "B" lost 
day night and i3 games were played on to Kappa Tau "B", 41-55; for the "C" cham-
Saturday afternoon. pionship, Theta Tau lost to Pikes, 48-69; for 
The big club "N' championship game was the "D" championship, Knigh~ lost .to 'fl:eta 
I ed Tu da 'gh . . . Tau, 31-35; for the "E' champ10nship, Pikes Pay_ es Y m. t With Titans beatmg beat Chi Sigs, 33-29; and for the "F" cham-
~mmoles ~· Bna~ Becket~ led the scor- pionship Knights "1" beat Knights "2" 
mg for the Tital,lS With 19 pomts. Also on 32_29 ' ' 
Tuesday night, ~ta Tau lost to Kappa Tau I .th ll 1 b D Ita Chi "A" 
for the middle club "A:.' championship, 69-72 n e sma c u games, e 
· beat Kings Men''/\' 49-38 and Delta Chi ''B" 
On Satur~ay, the big club ~hampionship beat Sig Tau "B", 32-28. 
games consisted of: TNT losmg to Bucs for Due to the double elimination rule, some 
the "B" championship, 56-57; TNT also los- of these teams will play again to see who 
ing to Bucs for the "C" championship, 37-42; wins their respectively ranked league. 
Track team sprints toward nationals 
while outdoor waits for starting gun 
by Aaron Hasten 
Bison sports writer 
The Bison tracksten, under the direc~ion 
of coach Bryan Phillips, are running toward 
the finish line of the 1991 indoor season. The 
Bisons run today in the AIC/District 17 
meet. Athletes who qualify will travel to 
Kansas City for nationals, March 1-2. 
Senior pole vaulter Jimmy Sloan was 
Harding's only qualifier as of l.<"eb. 8. A three-
time All-American, Sloan set a new school 
record in the indoor pole vaulting competi-
tion held at Oklahoma University on Feb. 1. 
Sloan cleared the bar at 16'4" to break the 
old record of 16'3". 
Two U.dy Bisons are within .3 of a second 
from qualifying times to compete in na-
tionals. Junior Kelsie Hutchinson finished 
third at OU in the mile with a time of 5:12.30, 
just .06 seconds away from a qualifying 
time. Also, freshman Shawna Queen won the 
800 meter when she finished at 2:20.20 in 
Oklahoma. If she can cut .3 seconds off her 
time she too will be on her way to nationals. 
begins March 7, with Southern Arkansas. 
Several good hurdlers will be a strong 
point for the Bisons, like Jon Newby, Shawn 
Humphrey and Billy Edwards. Harding also 
has two of the conference's top two 1500 
meter runners back, Nathan Mills and Tim 
Seay. Alan Gill is a sLrong marathon runner 
for the Bisons. 
'.'We hope to have fun but to work hard 
enough to do better than in the past," 
Phillips said. 
TRACK OUTDOOR SCHEDULE 
March 7 Soutbem Arkansas 
March 21 Pre-AIC, Arkansas College 
March 30 T.B.A. 
April 6 Southeast Missouri 
April 9 AIC Relays 
AprillD-13 Dogwood Relays (University of 
Tennessee) (QUALIFIERS ONLY) 
April 16 Harding Invitational 
April17-20 Kansas Relays (QUALIFIERS 
April23 
May 2-4 
May 22-25 
ONLY) 
Rardi:ng-Ouachlta Dual. Searcy 
AIC Oh.ampionsh.ips, Magnolla 
NAIA Nationals, Ste:pbensville, 
T~ 
As the indoor season comes to an end the 
outdoor season is approaching the starting 
line. The Bisons' outdoor track schedule ........................... • • • • • • 
ILA §pewt§ • I ' . : Frozen Delight : i 268-4732 
20% Off Stomvide 
New Shipment of Nike 
nylon pants now available. 
MuST PRESENT COliPON 111 W. Arch 
268-8220 Searcy 
l 
• • • • • • • • • • • 
25C Off 
your favorite shake 
with this coupon 
Expires 2-21-91 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
···················= 
Fashion, function and feel. Umbro shorts are designed with styling that's 
a hit on and off the field, along with features that are tough enough for 
the most trying matches. 
Shorts and T-Shirts Priced from $16 - $25 
Sizes S-XL 3 Styles available 
Centre Court Sports 
2912 Hawkins Dr. (street behind Mazzie's} 268-2239 
GOING FOR TWO. Bison fonvard Kristina Smith, a junior from Gravette, Ark., 
aims to score against the Tiger defense while sophomore post Nancee Wilson from 
Searcy, Ark., anxiously ;watches. The Lady Bisons defeated the Ouachita Baptist 
University Tigers 72-63 'ill last Saturday's Winter Festival game. (photo b)' Michael BassJ 
Order T's · 
Now 
For Spring Banque 
Athletes 
Choice 
·,~i>;; 
~ ---
FAST FUNDRAISING 
PROGRAM 
$ IN 
JUST 
ONE 
llfEEK. 
Earn up to $1000 in one week 
for your campus organization. 
Plus a chance at 
$5000more! 
This p10gram works! 
No investment needed. 
Calll-800-932.0528 EJ:t. so 
Bisons fall short in 
battle with #16 ranked 
Hendrix Warriors 
The 13-o, league leading Hendrix Warriors 
looked every bit the part Monday night in 
Grove Gymnasium. A hustling but cold 
shooting Harding Bison team fell by the 
score of 93-71 . 
Hendrix maintained a narrow lead 
through the first 15 minutes. Harding closed 
to a 15-15 tie at 11:43 on consecutive three-
pointers by Jason Atkins and David Collins. 
Hendrix spurted at the six minute mark and 
opened up nine point leads at 38-29 and 40-31. 
Marcus Dortch, the NLR junior post man, 
was tough inside, hitting five of six short 
jump hooks to push Hendrix up by six at 
halftime. Atkins hit a trey at :03 to pull 
Harding to 40-46. 
Hendrix was able to build a 16 point lead 
on a 17 to seven run early in the second half. 
The Bisons were not able to recover as they 
suffered a 39 percent shooting night. Hen-
drix, on the other hand, shot their season 
average 52 percent and looked like they 
deserved their number 16 NAIA National 
Ranking. 
The 23-3 Warriors' win gives them a four 
game lead and assures them of at least a tie 
for the AIC Championship as second place 
UCA dropped a 77-64 decision to UAM. 
Harding entertains the number three 
UAM Boll Weevils Thursday night at the 
Ganus Athletic Center. 
CAN'T TOUCH TIDS. Bison guard Michael Wood, a senior from Judsonia, Ark., 
halts a scoring drive by a Tiger player in last Saturday's game. The Bisons defeated 
Ouachita Baptist University, capping off the weekend's Winter Festival activities. 
(photo by Michael Bass) 
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What to expect this year in baseball 
by John Bossong 
Bison sports editor 
Ahh, it's almost that time of year again. 
The grass begins to change color and grow, 
the smell of hot dogs and popcorn are in the 
air and the suntanning ritual at Wrigley 
Field begins. What could this possibly 
mean? Spring training and baseball season 
are less than a couple of months away. 
Living in Arizona or Florida is only a 
dream for most avid baseball fans. These 
two states are where the majority of teams 
go for spring training, homes of the Cactus 
League and the Grapefruit League. I know 
the names are funny, but they could play in 
Arkansas and have the Hog League. No. let's 
not even joke about that. 
This season should prove to be different 
from the previous one. First, there shouldn't 
be a lock-out this year. Fans will get to see 
a full spring training and so will the players. 
This could prove to be beneficial for starting 
pitchers early in the season. Also, the league 
won't have to change the win/loss rule for 
pitchers because of a shortened spring train-
ing. Pitchers will have to go a full five inn-
ings to take home the victory. 
The Chicago White Sox will begin playing 
in their new stadium across from the legen-
dary Comiskey Park. I hate to see it, but 
baseball is progressing rapidly. For better 
or for worse? 
The Cincinnati Reds will be striving to de-
fend their World Series Championship of a 
year ago. So too will Pittsburg, Boston and 
Oakland try to be the best of their division. 
Then there's Pete. No, not Pete Phillis, Pete 
--
Rose. Should he be in the· Hall of Fame? 
Tough question, but this issue could be 
resolved before the 1991 baseball season is 
over. As a player, yes, Rose deserves to be 
there. Because of his dishonesty and gambl-
ing habit, he may never see the palace in 
Cooperstown, N.Y. 
Arbitration has almost taken over baseball 
like UNLV took over the Razorbacks last 
week. More and more players are going to 
arbitration every year simply for money. Oh, 
they won't admit it though. Being protected 
is one thing; greed is another. Whatever hap-
pened to playing baseball for the fun of the 
game'? Blame it on the cost of living. Today's 
players can't live on $600,000 a year, which 
is close to the average salary for a major 
league baseball player. 
Besides these few quirks, baseball still re-
mains America's favorite pastime. In less 
than two months the season will begin and 
spring fever will hit. The sound of the ball 
hitting a glove or bat is like honey to a bee 
for most fans. Despite the bad traits, there 
are many good ones left in baseball. The 
memories and miracles will last forever. 
So get ready. It's almost that time of year 
to sit back and watch your favorite team on 
television or just play catch on the front 
lawn. Who would have thought great things 
could have been done with a ball and a bat? 
Who would have thought that someone 
would be banned from the sport he gave his 
life to for more than 20 years? And where did 
~arry Carey come from? Holy Cow! Only 
m baseball. 
·_ · . -Now you can afford to dream-in color. · 
If you thought that finding a color 
Macintosh® system you could afford 
was just a dream, then the new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream 
come true. 
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display 
only 16 colors at once, the Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. 
It also comes with a microphone and new sound -input technology that lets 
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds. 
Uke every Macintosh computer, the LC is easy to set .up and easy to 
master. And it runs thousands of available applications that all work in the 
same, consistent way-so once you've learned one program, you're well 
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you share infor-
mation with someone who uses a different type of computer -thanks to 
the versatile Apple~ SuperDrive~ which can read from and write to Macintosh, 
MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks. 
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it gives you. Then pinch 
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh. 
FOR FURTIIER INFORMATION CONTACf 
SniDENT REPRESENTATIVE 
JASONVOGEL, 279-5352 
II. 
a upon I Simplify I tnns:form. 
<lExomples 
o L([:Xf y+ 4y) = L(8) 
2 . 2 2 
0- :L;s-J• YQ-l,O)+s 
./r.l 
0 -Y(l,o)-SY(O,o)+s2Y 
.® The power to be your best~ Cl1990 Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Appfe logo, and Macintosh are regislered tnuiemwlttQJ "'fJPio- Qpmoutor, lnc. SuperDrlve and ''The power to be your best" are trademarks of Apple Computer; Inc 
MS-DOS Is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation. OS/2 I• 111 tog.lllOted trnrfom.djlt Of III'!(Gmlillcn4l Buut,-,ou ~11!11 Corporation ,. ,L, 
t 
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Bison Special 
Philly Sandwich Large Coke 
$2.49 
Do you know anybody with a 
birthday coming up? 
We now have Birthday Cakes 
available at the College Inn. Come by and see 
our wonderful selection . 
~ 
~ 
~ 
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